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a b s t r a c t
A set S of vertices in a graph G is a total dominating set of G if every vertex of G is adjacent
to some vertex in S. The minimum cardinality of a total dominating set of G is the total
domination number of G. A graph is total domination edge critical if the removal of any
arbitrary edge increases the total domination number. On the other hand, a graph is total
domination edge stable if the removal of any arbitrary edge has no effect on the total
domination number. In this paper, we characterize total domination edge critical graphs.
We also investigate various properties of total domination edge stable graphs.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we continue the study of total domination in graphs which was introduced by Cockayne, Dawes, and
Hedetniemi [2]. A total dominating set, abbreviated TDS, of a graph G is a set S of vertices of G such that every vertex is
adjacent to a vertex in S. Every graph without isolated vertices has a TDS, since S = V (G) is such a set. The total domination
number of G, denoted by γt(G), is the minimum cardinality of a TDS. A TDS of G of cardinality γt(G) is called a γt(G)-set. A
vertex v in G is called a γt-good vertex if v is in some γt(G)-set, and we define Tt(G) to be the set of all γt-good vertices of G.
Total domination in graphs is nowwell studied in graph theory. The literature on this subject has been surveyed and detailed
in the two books by Haynes, Hedetniemi, and Slater [6,7]. A recent survey of total domination in graphs can be found in [10].
Formany graphparameters, criticality is a fundamental question.Muchhas beenwritten about graphswhere a parameter
(such as connectedness or chromatic number) increases or decreases whenever an edge or vertex is removed or added.
Van der Merwe [13] began the study of those graphs where the total domination number decreases on the addition of
any edge. This concept was further investigated in [4,8,9,14–17] and elsewhere. Goddard, Haynes, Henning and van der
Merwe [3] began the study of those graphs where the total domination number decreases on the removal of any vertex.
Further properties of these graphs were explored in [1,12,18–20].
In this paper we study those graphs where the total domination number increases on the removal of any edge. We
also study those graphs where the total domination number remains unchanged on the removal of any edge. To aid in our
investigation of graphs that are stable or critical under the deletion of an edge, we say that γt(G) = ∞ if the graph G has an
isolated vertex. Thus if we delete an edge e incident with a degree-1 vertex in G, then γt(G− e) = ∞.
We say that a graph G is total domination edge stable, or γt-stable for short, if the removal of any edge of G does not change
the total domination number, that is, γt(G− e) = γt(G) for every edge e ∈ E(G). If γt(G) = k and G is γt-stable, we say that
G is kt-stable. We say that G is total domination edge critical, or γt-critical for short, if the removal of any edge in the graph
changes the total domination number, that is, γt(G − e) 6= γt(G) for every edge e ∈ E(G). We note that removing an edge
from a graph cannot decrease the total domination number. Hence if G is γt-critical, then γt(G− e) > γt(G) for every edge
e ∈ E(G).
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Fig. 1. A tree T19 in the family T .
An edge e ∈ E(G) is a stable edge of G if γt(G− e) = γt(G), while e is a critical edge of G if γt(G− e) > γt(G). Thus every
edge in a γt-stable graph is a stable edge, while every edge in a γt-critical graph is a critical edge.
For notation and graph theory terminology we in general follow [6]. Specifically, let G = (V , E) be a graph with
vertex set V of order n = |V | and edge set E of size m = |E|, and let v be a vertex in V . The open neighborhood of v is
NG(v) = {u ∈ V | uv ∈ E} and the closed neighborhood of v is NG[v] = {v} ∪ N(v). If the graph G is clear from context,
we simply write N(v) and N[v] rather than NG(v) and NG[v], respectively. For a set S ⊆ V , its open neighborhood is the set
N(S) = ∪v∈S N(v) and its closed neighborhood is the set N[S] = N(S) ∪ S. The set S is a dominating set if N[S] = V , and a
total dominating set if N(S) = V . For subsets S, T ⊆ V , the set S totally dominates the set T if T ⊆ N(S).
Let S ⊆ V and let v ∈ S. The S-private neighborhood of v, denoted by pn(v, S), consists of all vertices in the closed
neighborhood of v but not in the closed neighborhood of S \ {v}; that is, pn(v, S) = N[v] \ N[S \ {v}]. Thus if u ∈ pn(v, S),
thenN[u]∩S = {v}. We call a vertex u ∈ pn(v, S) an S-private neighbor of v. We define the set epn(v, S) = pn(v, S)∩(V \S)
and call a vertex u ∈ epn(v, S) an external S-private neighbor of v. The following property of minimal TDSs is established by
Cockayne, Dawes, and Hedetniemi [2].
Proposition 1 ([2]). If S is a minimal TDS of a connected graph G, then for each vertex v ∈ S, |epn(v, S)| ≥ 1 or G[S \ {v}]
contains an isolated vertex.
The degree of a vertex v in G is dG(v) = |NG(v)|. The minimum degree among the vertices of G is denoted by δ(G). A
vertex of degree one is called a leaf and its neighbor is called a support vertex. For a set S ⊆ V , the subgraph induced by S is
denoted by G[S]. If X and Y are two subsets of V , then we denote the set of all edges of G that join a vertex of X and a vertex
of Y by [X, Y ].
A cycle on n vertices is denoted by Cn and a path on n vertices by Pn. A star is a tree with at most one non-leaf vertex,
while a double star is a tree with exactly two vertices that are not leaves (and these two vertices are necessarily adjacent). A
galaxy is a union of stars. For k ≥ 2, a subdivided star, denoted K ∗1,k, is the tree obtained from a star K1,k by subdividing each
edge exactly once.
For two vertices u and v in a connected graph G, the distance dG(u, v) between u and v is the length of a shortest u–v
path in G. The eccentricity e(v) of a vertex v ∈ V is the distance between v and a vertex farthest from v in G. The maximum
eccentricity among the vertices of G is its diameter, which is denoted by diam(G). A vertex v with e(v) = diam(G) is called
a diametrical vertex. A path of length diam(G) between diametrical vertices is called a diametrical path.
In [5], Harary and Haynes defined a set S ⊆ V (G) to be a double dominating set of G, if for every vertex v ∈ V (G), |N[v] ∩
S| ≥ 2. The double domination number γ×2(G) is the minimum cardinality of a double dominating set of G. We note that
γt(G) ≤ γ×2(G).
2. Total domination edge critical graphs
Our aim in this section is to present a characterization of γt-critical graphs. For this purpose, we define a family of trees
T as follows.
Definition 1. A tree T ∈ T if T is a nontrivial star, or a double star, or if T can be obtained from a subdivided star K ∗1,k, where
k ≥ 2, by adding zero or more pendant edges to the non-leaf vertices of K ∗1,k.
The tree T19, for example, shown in Fig. 1 belongs to the family T and can be obtained from a subdivided star K ∗1,5.
We shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 2. If G is a γt-critical graph, then for every γt(G)-set S,G[S] is a galaxy of nontrivial stars.
Proof. Let S be any γt(G)-set in the γt-critical graph G, and let GS = G[S]. Let e be an arbitrary edge in GS . If both ends of
e have degree at least two in GS , then S is a TDS in G − e, and so γt(G − e) ≤ |S| = γt(G), contradicting the fact that G is
γt-critical. Hence at least one end of the edge e is a leaf in GS , implying that GS is a galaxy of nontrivial stars. 
We are now ready to present our characterization of γt-critical graphs.
Theorem 3. A connected graph G is γt-critical if and only if G ∈ T .
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Proof. Assume that G = (V , E) is γt-critical. Let S be any γt(G)-set. By Lemma 2, G[S] is a galaxy of nontrivial stars. If v is a
leaf in G[S] and v is adjacent to a vertex of degree at least two in G[S], then by Proposition 1, |epn(v, S)| ≥ 1. Thus, v has an
external private neighbor and is therefore adjacent to at least one vertex in V \ S. For every edge e of G, if S is a TDS in G− e,
then γt(G− e) ≤ |S| = γt(G), contradicting the fact that G is γt-critical. Hence for every edge e of G, the set S is not a TDS in
G− e. This implies that V \ S is an independent set and that each vertex in V \ S is adjacent to exactly one vertex of S and is
therefore a leaf in G. Thus since G is connected, the subgraph G[S] is connected. Hence, G[S] is a star. If G[S] = K2, then G is
either a star or a double star, and so G ∈ T . Hence we may assume that G[S] is a star K1,k where k ≥ 2. As observed earlier,
each leaf in the star G[S] is adjacent to at least one vertex in V \ S. Let L denote a set of k vertices in V \ S that dominate the
set of k leaves in G[S]. Then, G[S∪ L] = K ∗1,k and G can be obtained from this subdivided star by adding zero or more pendant
edges to each vertex of S. Thus, G ∈ T .
Now, assume that G ∈ T . Let G = (V , E) and let e ∈ E. If e is incident with a leaf in G, then γt(G − e) = ∞, and so e
is a critical edge. Hence, we may assume that e is not incident with a leaf in G. In particular, G is not a star. If G is a double
star, then e joins the two central vertices of G. Thus, γt(G − e) = 4 while γt(G) = 2, and so e is a critical edge. Hence
we may assume that G is not a double star. Thus, G is obtained from a star T = K1,k, for some k ≥ 2, by adding at least
one pendant edge to each leaf of T and adding zero or more pendant edges to the center v of the star T . Every edge in the
set E \ E(T ) is incident with a leaf in G. Hence, by our earlier assumptions, e ∈ E(T ). But then γt(G − e) = k + 2 while
γt(G) = k+ 1 (irrespective of whether v is a support vertex of G). Hence, once again, the edge e is a critical edge. Therefore,
G is γt-critical. 
3. Total domination edge stable graphs
In this section, we consider γt-stable graphs. Recall that, by convention, if G is a graph with an isolated vertex, then
γt(G) = ∞. Thus if e is an edge of a graph G incident with a leaf, then γt(G− e) = ∞. We begin with the following simple
observation.
Observation 4. Let G be a graph. Then the following properties hold.
(a) If G is γt-stable, then δ(G) ≥ 2.
(b) If e is a stable edge in G, then every γt(G− e)-set is a γt(G)-set.
We shall need the following proposition.
Proposition 5. A graph G is γt-stable if and only if δ(G) ≥ 2, and for each e = uv ∈ E(G), there exists a γt(G)-set S such that
one of the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) u, v 6∈ S.
(b) u, v ∈ S, |N(u) ∩ S| ≥ 2 and |N(v) ∩ S| ≥ 2.
(c) Without loss of generality, if u ∈ S and v 6∈ S, then |N(v) ∩ S| ≥ 2.
Proof. Assume that G is γt-stable. By Observation 4, δ(G) ≥ 2. Let e = uv be an arbitrary edge of G. Let G′ = G− uv and let
S be any γt(G′)-set. By Observation 4, the set S is a γt(G)-set. If u, v 6∈ S, then condition (a) holds. Hence we may assume,
renaming vertices if necessary, that u ∈ S. If v ∈ S, then since S is a TDS for G′, |NG′(u) ∩ S| ≥ 1 and |NG′(v) ∩ S| ≥ 1, and
so |NG(u) ∩ S| ≥ 2 and |NG(v) ∩ S| ≥ 2, thus condition (b) holds. If v 6∈ S, then since S is a TDS for G′, |NG′(v) ∩ S| ≥ 1, and
so |NG(v) ∩ S| ≥ 2. Thus condition (c) holds. Hence the set S is a γt(G)-set such that one of the three conditions (a), (b) and
(c) are satisfied.
Assume next, that δ(G) ≥ 2 and that for every edge e = uv ∈ E(G), there exists a γt(G)-set S satisfying the hypothesis. In
all three conditions (a), (b) and (c), the set S is also a TDS for G− e. Hence, γt(G) ≤ γt(G− e) ≤ |S| = γt(G). Consequently,
γt(G) = γt(G− e). Therefore, the graph G is γt-stable. 
As a consequence of Proposition 5, we have the following corollary. Recall that Tt(G) is the set of γt-good vertices of G;
that is, Tt(G) = {v ∈ V (G) | v belongs to some γt(G)-set}.
Corollary 6. Let G be a γt-stable graph. Then, G has the following properties.
(a) G has at least two distinct γt(G)-sets.
(b) γ×2(G) ≤ |Tt(G)|.
Proof. Let G = (V , E) be a γt-stable graph. Assume that S ⊆ V is the only γt(G)-set. Let u be an arbitrary vertex in S, and
let v be a vertex in S that is adjacent to u. Then the unique γt(G)-set S satisfies condition (b) of Proposition 5. In particular,
|N(u) ∩ S| ≥ 2. Hence since u is an arbitrary vertex in S, we have that δ(G[S]) ≥ 2. Thus, by Proposition 1, |epn(u, S)| ≥ 1
for every vertex u ∈ S. Let u ∈ S, and let v ∈ epn(u, S). Then, |N(v) ∩ S| = 1, contradicting the fact that the set S satisfies
condition (c) of Proposition 5. This establishes part (a).
Let v be an arbitrary vertex of G. If v ∈ Tt(G), then v is contained in some γt(G)-set S. Thus, |N(v)∩ S| ≥ 1. By definition
of the set Tt(G), we note that S ⊆ Tt(G), and therefore |N(v) ∩ Tt(G)| ≥ 1. If v 6∈ Tt(G), then by Proposition 5, there exists a
γt(G)-set D such that |N(v)∩D| ≥ 2. Thus, since D ⊆ Tt(G), we have that |N(v)∩ Tt(G)| ≥ 2. Hence for every vertex v ∈ V ,
we have that either v ∈ Tt(G) and |N(v)∩ Tt(G)| ≥ 1 or v 6∈ Tt(G) and |N(v)∩ Tt(G)| ≥ 2. Therefore, |N[v] ∩ Tt(G)| ≥ 2 for
all v ∈ V . Thus, Tt(G) is a double dominating set for G, and so γ×2(G) ≤ |Tt(G)|. 
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As a further consequence of Proposition 5, we have the following property of kt-stable graphs where k = 3.
Proposition 7. If G is a 3t-stable graph, then every edge of G is contained in an induced cycle of length 3, 4 or 5.
Proof. Let G be a 3t-stable graph. Then γt(G) = 3, and every edge of G is a stable edge. Let e = uv be an edge of G. Let S
be a γt(G − e)-set. We note that G[S] is either a path P3 or a cycle C3. By Proposition 5, the set S satisfies one of the three
conditions (a), (b) or (c) in the statement of Proposition 5. If the set S satisfies condition (b), then, u, v ∈ S, |N(u) ∩ S| ≥ 2
and |N(v) ∩ S| ≥ 2, implying that G[S] = K3, and so u and v belong to a triangle in G. Hence we may assume that the set S
satisfies condition (a) or condition (b).
Suppose the set S satisfies condition (a). Then, u, v 6∈ S. If u and v have a common neighbor in S, then these three vertices
induce a triangle inG, as desired. Hencewemay assume that u and v have no common neighbor inG. Let x and y be neighbors
of u and v, respectively, in S. By assumption, x 6= y. If xy ∈ E(G), then {u, v, x, y} induces a 4-cycle, as desired. Hence we
may assume that no neighbor of u in S is adjacent with a neighbor of v in S. In particular, xy 6∈ E(G). But then x and y are the
ends of a path P3 in G[S], and so S ∪ {u, v} induces a 5-cycle in G, as desired.
Suppose the set S satisfies condition (c).Without loss of generality,wemay assume u ∈ S and v 6∈ S, and so |N(v)∩S| ≥ 2.
Thus there exists a neighborw of v in S different from u. If uw ∈ E(G), then {u, v, w} induce a triangle in G, as desired. Hence
wemay assume that no neighbor of v in S different from u is adjacent with u. In particular, uw 6∈ E(G). But then u andw are
the ends of a path P3 in G[S], and so S ∪ {v} induces a 4-cycle in G, as desired. 
The total domination number of a path Pn and a cycle Cn on n ≥ 3 vertices is easy to compute.We shall need the following
observation.
Observation 8 ([11]). The following properties hold.
(a) For n ≥ 3, γt(Cn) = γt(Pn) = bn/2c + dn/4e − bn/4c.
(b) For any integer k ≥ 2, there exists an integer n such that γt(Cn) = k.
(c) Every cycle is a γt-stable graph.
(d) For every integer k ≥ 2, there exists a kt-stable graph.
We describe next a construction that builds γt-stable graphs.
Theorem 9. For any positive integer k ≥ 2, and any graph G, there exists a connected kt-stable graph H such that G is a vertex
induced subgraph of H.
Proof. By Observation 8, there exists a kt-stable cycle. Let F be any connected kt-stable graph (not necessarily a cycle), and
letw ∈ V (F). LetW = NF (w), and letw′ be an arbitrary vertex inW . By Observation 4, we note that |W | ≥ 2. Let H be the
graph obtained from the disjoint union of the graphs F and G by adding all edges joining vertices inW and vertices in V (G).
Thus, V (H) = V (F)∪ V (G) and E(H) = E(F)∪ E(G)∪ [W , V (G)]. By construction, H is connected and G is a vertex induced
subgraph of H . It remains to show that H is kt-stable.
We show first that γt(H) = k. Let D be a γt(F)-set, and so |D| = k. In order to totally dominate the vertexw in F , we note
that at least one vertex inW belongs to the set D. Hence, D is a TDS of H , and so γt(H) ≤ k. For the sake of contradiction,
suppose that γt(H) < k. Let S be a γt(H)-set. If S ⊆ V (F), then S is a TDS of F , and so γt(F) ≤ |S| < k, a contradiction.
Hence, |S ∩ V (G)| ≥ 1. If |S ∩ V (G)| ≥ 2, then (S ∩ V (F)) ∪ {w,w′} is a TDS for F , once again implying that γt(F) < k, a
contradiction. Hence, |S ∩ V (G)| = 1. Let v be the vertex of G in S. In order to totally dominate v, we note that |S ∩W | ≥ 1.
But then (S \ {v}) ∪ {w} is a TDS of F , once again implying that γt(F) < k, a contradiction.
We show next that every edge of H is a stable edge. Let D be a γt(F)-set, and so |D| = k. We note that D is also a γt(H)-
set. Let e ∈ E(H). Suppose e ∈ E(G). Then, D is a TDS of H − e, and so γt(H) ≤ γt(H − e) ≤ |D| = γt(H). Consequently,
γt(H) = γt(H−e) and e is a stable edge inH . Suppose e ∈ E(F). Let S be a γt(F−e)-set. Since F is a γt-stable graph, the set S
is a γt(F)-set. In particular, |S| = k. In order to totally dominatew in F − e, we note that at least one vertex inW belongs to
the set S. Hence, S is a TDS of H− e, implying as before that e is a stable edge in H . Suppose, finally, that e ∈ [W , V (G)]. Let v
be the vertex inW that is incident with the edge e. We now consider the graphH− f where f = vw. Let R be a γt(F− f )-set.
Then, R is a γt(F)-set and |R| = k. In order to totally dominatew in F − f , we note that at least one vertex inW \ {v} belongs
to the set S. Hence, S is a TDS in both H − f and in H − e, implying as before that e is a stable edge in H . Hence every edge
of H is stable. Thus, H is a kt-stable graph. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 9, we have the following result.
Corollary 10. There is no characterization of connected kt-stable graphs in terms of forbidden subgraphs.
The following result characterizes bipartite γt-stable graphs.
Theorem 11. Let G be a bipartite graph. Then, G is γt-stable if and only if for every vertex v in G, |N(v) ∩ Tt(G)| ≥ 2.
Proof. Let G be a bipartite γt-stable graph, and let v ∈ V (G). Let S be a γt(G)-set. Then there is a vertex u ∈ S that is adjacent
to v. By definition of the set Tt(G), we note that S ⊆ Tt(G), and so u ∈ N(v)∩ Tt(G). We now consider the graph G− uv. Let
D be a γt(G − uv)-set, and let w be a vertex in D that is adjacent to v in G − uv. By Observation 4, D is a γt(G)-set, and so
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D ⊆ Tt(G). Thus, w ∈ N(v) ∩ Tt(G). Since u 6= w, we have that |N(v) ∩ Tt(G)| ≥ |{u, w}| = 2, as claimed. This establishes
the necessity.
To prove the sufficiency, let G be a bipartite graph with partite sets A and B, and suppose that |N(v) ∩ Tt(G)| ≥ 2 for
every vertex v in G. For any γt(G)-set D, let DA = A∩ D and DB = B∩ D. We note that the set DA dominates B and the set DB
dominates A. Further, if there is a subset A′ of vertices in A that dominates B such that |A′| < |DA|, then A′∪DB is a TDS of G of
cardinality less than |D| = γt(G), which is impossible. Hence,DA is aminimumset of vertices in A that dominates B. Similarly,
DB is a minimum set of vertices in B that dominates A. We show now that every edge of G is a stable edge. Let e ∈ E(G). Then,
e = abwhere a ∈ A and b ∈ B. Since |N(a) ∩ Tt(G)| ≥ 2, there exists a vertex b′ ∈ (N(a) ∩ Tt(G)) \ {b}. Let S be a γt(G)-set
that contains b′. Then, SB is a minimum set of vertices in B that dominates A. Since |N(b) ∩ Tt(G)| ≥ 2, there exists a vertex
a′ ∈ (N(b) ∩ Tt(G)) \ {a}. Let D be a γt(G)-set that contains a′. Then, DA is a minimum set of vertices in A that dominates B.
Thus, DA ∪ SB is a γt(G)-set. Further, since DA ∪ SB is a TDS in G− ab, we have that γt(G) ≤ γt(G− ab) ≤ |DA ∪ SB| = γt(G).
Consequently, γt(G) = γt(G− ab). Hence, G is γt-stable. 
We note that the converse of Theorem 11 is not true for graphs in general. For example, if G is the graph obtained from
a 6-cycle v1v2 · · · v6v1 by adding the chords v1v3 and v4v6, then G has exactly two γt(G)-sets, namely the sets {v1, v6} and
{v3, v4}. Thus, Tt(G) = {v1, v3, v4, v6} and |N(v)∩ Tt(G)| ≥ 2 for every vertex v in G. However, the edges v1v3 and v4v6 are
both critical edges in G, and so G is not a γt-stable graph.
3.1. Disjoint minimum total dominating sets
In this section, we study the properties of graphsGwith disjoint γt(G)-sets. As an immediate consequence of Theorem11,
we have the following result.
Corollary 12. If a bipartite graph G has two disjoint γt(G)-sets, then G is γt-stable.
The remark after the proof of Theorem 11 shows that Corollary 12 is not true for general graphs. However, if G is a graph
with three pairwise disjoint γt(G)-sets and if e ∈ E(G), then at least one of these three γt(G)-sets does not contain an end
of e and is therefore also a TDS in G− e. Consequently, γt(G− e) = γt(G) for every e ∈ E(G), implying that G is a γt-stable
graph. Hence we have the following simple observation.
Observation 13. If a graph G has at least three pairwise disjoint γt(G)-sets, then G is γt-stable.
We show next that a graph Gwith exactly two disjoint γt(G)-sets cannot have too many critical edges.
Proposition 14. If a graph G has exactly two disjoint γt(G)-sets, then G has at most γt(G) critical edges.
Proof. Let G be a graph with two disjoint γt(G)-sets A and B. If every edge of G is a stable edge, then the result is immediate.
Hence we may assume that G has at least one critical edge. Let e be a critical edge in G. If e is not incident with a vertex in A,
then the set A is a TDS in G−e, implying that γt(G−e) = γt(G), a contradiction. Hence, at least one end of e is in A. Similarly,
at least one end of e is in B. Thus, e = abwhere a ∈ A and b ∈ B. If |N(b) ∩ A| ≥ 2, then A is a TDS in G− e, a contradiction.
Hence, N(b) ∩ A = {a}. Similarly, N(a) ∩ B = {b}. This implies that G has at most γt(G) critical edges. 
The sharpness of the upper bound of Proposition 14 is established in the following proposition.
Proposition 15. For any integer r ≥ 2, there exists a graph G with exactly two disjoint γt(G)-sets such that γt(G) = r and G
has exactly r critical edges.
Proof. Let F andH be two vertex disjoint copies of a star K1,r−1, where V (F) = {u1, u2, . . . , ur} and V (H) = {v1, v2, . . . , vr}
and where u1 and v1 are the central vertices of the stars F and H , respectively. Let G be obtained from the union of F and H
as follows: For i = 1, 2, . . . , r , add the edge uivi, and add at least one new vertex of degree-2 that is joined to both ui and vi.
LetW denote the resulting set of vertices of degree-2 in G. We note that the setW is an independent set in G.
We show first that γt(G) = r and that G has exactly two γt(G)-sets. Further, we show these two γt(G)-sets are vertex
disjoint. Since V (F) is a TDS in G, we note that γt(G) ≤ r . Let S be a γt(G)-set. Then, |S| ≤ r . In order to totally dominate
the added common neighbors of ui and vi (that belong to the setW ), we note that |S ∩ {ui, vi}| ≥ 1 for each i = 1, 2, . . . , r .
Consequently, |S| = r and |S ∩ {ui, vi}| = 1 for each i = 1, 2, . . . , r . Suppose u1 ∈ S. Then, v1 6∈ S. If vi ∈ S for some
i, 2 ≤ i ≤ r , then ui 6∈ S. But then vi is isolated in G[S], a contradiction. Hence, vi 6∈ S for all i = 1, 2, . . . , r . Thus, S = V (F).
Similarly, if v1 ∈ S, then S = V (H). Hence, G has exactly two γt(G)-sets, namely the disjoint sets V (F) and V (H).
We show next that G has exactly r critical edges. As shown in the proof of Proposition 14, the only possibly critical edges
in G are those edges joining a vertex in the one γt(G)-set to a vertex in the other γt(G)-set. Hence, every critical edge in G has
one end in V (F) and the other end in V (H). By construction, G has exactly r such edges in [V (F), V (H)], namely the edges
uivi for i = 1, 2, . . . , r . We show that each such edge is a critical edge. For the sake of contradiction, assume to the contrary
that e = uivi is a stable edge for some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}. Let D be a γt(G− e)-set. By Observation 4(b), the set D is a γt(G)-set.
However, G has exactly two γt(G)-sets, namely the disjoint sets V (F) and V (H). Thus either D = V (F) or D = V (H). If
D = V (F), then vi is not totally dominated by D in G− e. If D = V (H), then ui is not totally dominated by D in G− e. In both
cases, we contradict the fact that D is a TDS in G− e. Hence, every edge uivi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r , is a critical edge. Thus, G has exactly
r critical edges as claimed. 
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3.2. Bounds on the diameter
In this section, we determine the bounds on the diameter of a γt-stable graph G in terms of γt(G). For this purpose, if G
is a graph and S is a γt(G)-set, then we denote the number of components in G[S] by c(S), and we define c(G) = min{c(S) |
S is a γt(G)-set}.
Lemma 16. For any connected graph G, diam(G) ≤ γt(G)+ 2c(G)− 1.
Proof. Let x and y be two diametrical vertices of G, and so d(x, y) = diam(G). Let P be a diametrical path between x and
y. Let S be a γt(G)-set such that c(S) = c(G). Let G1, . . . ,Gc(G) denote the components of G[S]. For i = 1, . . . , c(G), let
Si = V (Gi). Further let xi be the first vertex on P in N[Si], and let yi be the last vertex of P in N[Si]. We note that the xi–yi
subpath Pi of P has length at most 2 + diam(Gi) ≤ |Si| + 1. Hence since S dominates V (P), and since there are at most
c(G)− 1 edges of P that do not belong to one of these subpaths Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ c(G), we have that the number of edges on P is
at most c(G)− 1+∑c(G)i=1 (|Si| + 1) = |S| + 2c(G)− 1. Hence, diam(G) = |E(P)| ≤ |S| + 2c(G)− 1. 
The sharpness of the upper bound of Lemma 16 for γt-stable graphs is established in the following proposition.
Proposition 17. There exist infinite families of connected γt-stable graphs G that satisfy diam(G) = γt(G)+ 2c(G)− 1.
Proof. Let k ≥ 1 be an integer, and let n = 4k. Let a1a2 · · · an, b1b2 · · · bn, and c1c2 · · · cn be three vertex disjoint paths on n
vertices. Let A = {ai | i ≡ 2, 3(mod 4)}, B = {bi | i ≡ 2, 3(mod 4)} and C = {ci | i ≡ 2, 3(mod 4)}. For i = 1, . . . , n, let
Vi = {ai, bi, ci}.
Let G be the graph obtained from the disjoint union of the above three paths as follows: For each i = 1, . . . , k, add at least
one new vertex of degree 3 that is joined to the three vertices of V4(i−1)+2 and call the resulting set of added vertices the set
Xi. For each i = 1, . . . , k, add at least one new vertex of degree 3 that is joined to the three vertices of V4(i−1)+3 and call the
resulting set of added vertices the set Yi. For each i = 1, . . . , k, add nine edges so that each vertex in V4(i−1)+2 dominates
the set V4(i−1)+1 ∪ V4(i−1)+2. Finally for each i = 1, . . . , k, add nine edges so that each vertex in V4(i−1)+3 dominates the set
V4(i−1)+3 ∪ V4i.
We show first that γt(G) = 2k and that c(G) = k. Let D be a set of 2k vertices, one from each of the sets X1, . . . , Xk and
one from each of the sets Y1, . . . , Yk. We note that these 2k vertices have disjoint neighborhoods in G. Hence any TDS in G
has cardinality at least 2k in order to totally dominate the set D. Hence, γt(G) ≥ 2k. However, the set A is a TDS of G, and so
γt(G) ≤ |A| = 2k. Consequently, γt(G) = 2k. Furthermore, if S is a γt(G)-set, then S contains exactly one vertex from each
of the sets V4(i−1)+2, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, in order to totally dominate the set Xi, and S contains exactly one vertex from each of the
sets V4(i−1)+3, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, in order to totally dominate the set Yi. Thus, G[S] consists of k components, each of which is a path
P2. In particular, c(G) = k.
We show next that G is a γt-stable graph. Since each of the sets A, B and C is a γt(G)-set, we note that the graph G has
three vertex disjoint γt(G)-sets. Hence, by Observation 13, the graph G is γt-stable. By construction, the graph G is connected
and diam(G) ≤ n− 1. Further, the path a1a2 · · · an is a shortest a1–an path in G, implying that diam(G) = n− 1 = 4k− 1 =
γt(G)+ 2c(G)− 1. 
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